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Cool morning temperatures and gusts 
of dry air offer a refreshing reminder that 
Southwest Florida is a great place to spend the 
winter months, especially when many of our 
northern friends and family are experiencing 
sub-zero temperatures! 

The respite from high summer temperatures, 
humidity and rains allow for an opportunity to 
incorporate seasonal enhancements, color and 
interest to your property. Luckily, there is a 
much greater selection of seasonal varieties than 
the traditional and somewhat tired geraniums 
and impatiens of year’s past. 

COLOR IS NOT LIMITED TO ANNUALS!

ORCHID & BROMELIAD GARDEN
The cool seasonal air promotes blooms 

from many varieties of orchids and bromeliads. 
Most phalaneopsis, large vandas, cattleyas and 
dendrobiums can tolerate temperatures in the 
mid 50’s to mid 40’s. A few weeks with temps 
in the mid 50’s will tell your orchids and cool 
season bromeliads to set their bloom spikes. 

The Match Stick Bromeliad in the photo, 
sets its bloom spike after the first or second 
cold snap and often blooms in December. If 
temperatures dip cooler than the 40’s it may 
be time to cover the orchids or move them 
indoors to prevent damage.

Where to plant them?
• Decorate palm trunks

• Insert into trees
• Plant in shady areas for tropical interest

SUCCULENT GARDENS
Our cool season is also the dry season 

in SWFL, which is ideal for incorporating 
succulents into the xeriscape. Statement 
silver or variegated agave, soft tip agave, sun 
bromeliads, specimen cactus and orange bird 
of paradise survive year-round in the Florida 
climate, provided there is adequate drainage. 

These plants are the backbone of the 
succulent garden and will grow larger with 
time. Smaller succulents like Kalanchoe sp., 
flapjacks, iceplant, Echeveria sp. and Sedum 
sp. varieties can be planted after rainy season 
to add immediate color and variety to the 
xeriscape garden.

Succulents thrive with:
• Full sun location 
• Good drainage 
• Rock, shell or aggregate mulch

SEASONAL COLOR TRENDS  
New varieties and cultivars of seasonal 

annuals are making a lasting impression and 
increasing in popularity in the landscape. 
Dwarf Hibiscus, available in a full array of 
colors from reds and pinks to yellow and 
orange, have become a hit in the landscape. 
They are treated with a dwarfing agent that 
inhibits the overall height keeping them at 
2-3’ overall. With proper care, some cultivars 
may last well beyond 12 months and up to 24 
months in some landscapes.  

DON’T TOSS THE POINSETTIAS!
After the Holiday’s, consider planting 

poinsettias in the landscape as they will thrive 
in the SWFL landscape well into the Spring, 
declining when warmer temperatures return.  

CONTAINER GARDENS
Dress up your outdoor patio or front 

entrance with colorful containers planted with 
a tropical statement and mix of bright seasonal 
annuals. Add scent with a standard gardenia or 
interest with a large leaf Alocasia. 

Container Quick Tips:

1. Select a central focal point – a blooming 
feature such as the Gardenia shown in the 
photo or an upright tall feature or leafy 
statement like an Alocasia.

2. Underplant with a middle layer of short 
pentas, sun-patients, or dwarf hibiscus.

3. Select a trailing vine or annual like sweet 
potato vine, dichondra or sweet alyssum.

SPORTS THEME: 
Are you a Crimson Tide fan? Plant a wave 

of sun-patients or begonias with a burgundy 
leaf in combination with a white bloom in 
the shape of the team logo. For the Florida 
Gators fan, blue daze with orange crossandra 
or orange sun-patients will make a snap. This 
works especially well if you have a circular drive 
or view of a prominent landscape bed location 
from a window above.  

 TRADITIONAL SEASONAL  
COLOR ANNUAL BEDS

Traditional seasonal annuals such as 
colorful impatients, sun-patients, geraniums, 
sweet alyssum, and pentas can be incorporated 
into landscape beds at driveway entrances or 
in the front of landscape beds as the first layer 
of color. These annuals can be planted in full 
sun or partial shade and will offer immediate 
and continuous color for 5-6 months from 
Thanksgiving to Easter. 

Some varieties of impatiens and sensitive 
annuals may need to be treated with a 
fungicide for optimal performance and 
longevity. Contact your landscape designer 
or maintenance contractor and pest control 
professional for recommendations on optimal 
seasonal color and performance.  n
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